About both Second City and the performers themselves. According to Gillogly, stage manager Wendell Roberts, who asked to step aside after 19 years as the Viking football coach, was enthusiastic about the appointment of the new coach.

In an interview earlier that night, one wonders now much did his first night game (which consisted of only home material) already had been a hit with the large LU contingent on hand by bridging every freshman's first encounter with his roommate. Such skills were often predictable but extremely well done. Much of the first act was old material (standard for a company on the road) already featured on Saturday Night Live (the Funeral scene) and the major highlights of the first act involved a portrayal of Wrigley Field's center field and an umpire's voice utilizing the "satirical reality" of portraying the derelict structure. Joe West is planning on moving to Los Angeles where he dreams of portraying the desolate California landscape on every show on network television. Someone, I don't think he was kidding.

As a leader of that team, Rich brings special vitality and talent to his new position. He has a strong background as an athlete and coach and solid experience as a dean in student affairs. He will offer Lawrence distinctive and valuable assets both in football and in the supervision of intercollegiate sports.

A 1967 graduate of Lawrence, Agness earned high school letters in football, wrestling and academic-athletic standards of quality and the academic-athletic department under Ron Roberts as director of athletics and recreation. The appointment of Agness as the Vikings' interim head coach for Ron Roberts, who was on sabbatical.

"I feel fortunate to have the chance to play a role in the exciting challenges that lie ahead in our athletic and recreational programs," Agness said. "Our football program under Ron Roberts has established national recognition, and I look forward to carrying on the tradition of excellence that he has established.

"I am also excited by what the football coach will mean for our students," Agness added. "I intend to work closely with Gene Davis and others to make that facility and its programs winning assets for all Lawrenceians. As director of athletics and recreation, Agness' responsibilities will include overall planning of the athletic and recreational programs; personnel development in both areas; coordinating the recruitment of student-athletes; setting and supervising the budget; and athletic department liaison with all other university departments.

As an undergraduate at Lawrence, Agness earned eight varsity letters, competing in football, wrestling and track. He was a three-year starter at defensive end in football as well as a starter at offensive end as a senior.

"The secret (to comedy) is to sweep a lot and short of off-center comments. Ron West, one of the nine Second City members who currently tour in Wisconsin and Michigan. The apprenticeship night proved that there's much addition. Warch announced the continuing appointment of Ron Roberts as director of intercollegiate sports, and named Bev Days as director of the recreation center, a job he will open next year. Both are newly defined positions. Warch, who asked to step aside after 19 years as the Viking football coach, was enthusiastic about the appointment of the new coach.

"The name stuck. "It's a thumb-sucking kind of thing," claims West. "We've been using it for years to get our points across to students and faculty."

"The Second City Touring Company plays Chapel for Night of Laughs at the Memorial Chapel on Wednesday night. The company will tour in Wisconsin and Michigan. The apprenticeship night proved that there's much more to comedy than just a quick remark or a punch line. There's a lot of work involved."

"The Second City Touring Company comes around Wednesday night in Memorial Chapel. The group visiting Appleton consisted of Dianeil Gilchrist, Mike Franco, Bob West, Joe Less, Ron West, and Cindy Camp. Over all the company will tour in Wisconsin and Michigan. The apprenticeship night proved that there's much more to comedy than just a quick remark or a punch line. There's a lot of work involved."

After the hilarity of Wednesday night, one wonders how much longer these performers will work the "minor leagues" before finally hitting it big. They have their goals. Campeno has an audition next month for a role in the show on network television. Someone, I don't think he was kidding.
Although the symposium entitled, "Nuclear Arms and Moral Discourse" was undoubtedly successful, one can't help but wonder why, with so many people, with so much presence as Ruth "mutually assured destruction" Adams, could have been selected to the panel. While it is true that she looks good on paper with credentials like editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists and many books to her credit, her presentation last night was etherial and fluffy at best and an embarassment to the University at worst.

When the administration worries about low attendance at academic events like convocations and last nights symposium, they should consider both the subject and the speaker before making the selection. With George W. Bush last year, Tom Wolfe and last nights symposium this year, it certainly appears that great artists are being made, but events with popular audiences will have to be harder to be inspired by C 175 Ginzburg and similar speakers. Erstic topics delved through thick Stalin accent simply will not yield high student attendance.

A more careful selection process is in order, one that sympathizes with student tastes and ideals and that monitors the quality and the oratirical skills of the speaker. After all, who are these events supposed to cater to?

Robert J. Lifton's presentation was timely and of pressing interest to the student body, although his dilivery left us feeling as though we had seen too much to presuppose their ability to adjust to the actions of a generalist, and determine which actions they are guilty or not guilty of.
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Dear Ann Landers:

Regarding your response to "Melissa in New Haven," who ran across her fiance's diary by accident. On page 146 she wrote that he had lost count of his affairs but was sure he had scored at least 200 times. You advised her to dump the tomcat and look over the contents of his journal.

I am a Bennington graduate, married to 102-year-old Yale. The man's sex drive is still a notch above celibate. Will you please tell me if you were being facetious or do you honestly believe the old Eli are special in any way?

In my opinion, a more sensible suggestion would have been to steer Melissa toward a middle-ground approach so as not to alienate her and the old Eli.

May I suggest Drake in Des Moines as a Yalie. The man's sex drive and answer period and comparative research, we have come to several conclusions. Lawrence males can be divided into several categories.

By

Experienced Lawrence Women

In the March 4 Post Crescent, the Ann Landers column carried a letter suggesting that Lawrence men possess greater sexual prowess than Yale men. This suggestion undoubtedly artificially inflated the egos of Lawrence males and the hopes of Lawrence females, both of whom are already deflated during weekend rendezvous. Through careful, systematic, and comparative research, we have come to several conclusions. Lawrence males can be divided into several categories.

The Jock, whose off-road activity cannot be distinguished from his on-field bodily contact. Perhaps we should wear helmets and other protective gear? The love "em and leave "em, who when partaking in a one-night engagement will always fold her clothes neatly and serve her drinks with a smile. The guy who asks her to "Come to my room where it's quiet...we can talk," while secretly curtailing different intentions.

"Obviously the Lawrence Difference applies to more than just academics."

The world record setter who can undress himself and his guest in less than 7 minutes. The novice, hastily trying to alleviate his inexperience and clumsiness, much to the dismay of Lawrence women. Those who have exhausted all possibilities of success among Lawrence women and have been forced to go off campus in search of further activities. The men who picked up girls on Spring Break and are more than capable of showing off their tan lines.

The males to whom alcohol and/or drugs supply needed courage, but unfortunately impair ability as well.

Those who succumb to sudden selective amnesia in the morning after: "Oh, I don't know why."

The men who hit on anything that moves until results appear or all possibilities have been exhausted.

Those advocates of the drop-tow approach as the sure-fire way to gain a quick girl or embarrass the hell out of her!

The safety-minded individual who, as protection against a dark campus, offers to just walk a girl home...and up to her room...and out of her clothes...

We found that most Lawrence men fit into at least one of the above categories. Obviously the "Lawrence Difference" applies to more than just academics.

The Experienced Lawrence Women cordially invite both men and women to respond in hopes that a more academic answer can be found for this "interesting" controversy!!
News in Briefs

Compiled by Tracy Utsala

The student aid cut is not as sharp as originally proposed by the Reagan Administration. The biggest change is in federal aid for college students in the budget compromise accepted by the President and Senate Republicans last Thursday is a proposal to limit the amount of college costs the government would recognize for the purpose of calculating student aid. The limit would be $8,000 a year, above the average tuition at public universities but less than that of many private institutions.

Mikhail S. Gorbachev is prepared to hold a summit meeting with President Reagan, he announced. However, the State Department indicated that no early Reagan-Gorbachev talks would be held. Officials said that "Much serious work" had to be done before a summit meeting can be arranged, although the administration was pleased that the Soviet leader had agreed in principle to meet with the president.

William J. Schroeder has left his hospital in Louisville, KY., and moved into an apartment across the street, becoming the first person to live outside a hospital with a permanent artificial heart. He has now lived with the heart for more than four months. He will continue his treatment as an outpatient.

Japan said it would end whaling after April of 1988. Japan's foreign minister said that he would send a letter confirming this to U.S. Secretary of Commerce, Malcolm Baldrige. The U.S. threatened last year to reduce Japan's fishing quota by 50% within the U.S.'s 200-mile limit in the northern Pacific if the Japanese did not remove their objection to a moratorium on commercial whaling proposed by the International Whaling Commission.

The latest Middle East peace initiatives of Jordan and Egypt will involve the U.S. in a more direct diplomatic role. Reagan Administration Officials said. Secretary of State George P. Shultz is planning to visit the Middle East himself next month if an envoy reports progress.

Nicaragua officially turned down Reagan's proposal for talks on the guerrilla war there. Reagan asked Congress to renew aid for the Nicaraguan rebels, saying later that the aid would be used for nonmilitary purposes if the Sandinista government would agree to peace talks with the rebels by June 1.

Tulane University plans to drop its basketball program in the wake of a point-shaving scandal. The announcement occurred just before indictments were returned against three players and five others.

A slight drop in military enlistments was reported by the Pentagon after four years of increasingly successful recruiting. Also, the proportion of recruits who are high school graduates has slipped. These results prompted calls for a return to the draft, which ended in 1973.

Former President Jimmy Carter's daughter, Amy, was arrested outside the South African Embassy Monday for taking part in a demonstration against the apartheid policy of the South African Government.
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Wolkstein and Hawthorne Trio

by Megan Isaac

Pianist Gary Wolkstein and the Hawthorne Trio will present a recital in the Music-Drama Center this evening at 8:30 p.m. in conjunction with the Faculty Recital Series. The performances will include compositions by Bach, Mozart, Brahms, and Gordon Jacob.

Wolkstein is an assistant professor of music at Lawrence who holds degrees from Oberlin College and the Oberlin Conservatory, the University of Michigan, and is a doctoral candidate at Columbia University. Wolkstein looks to the future with an impressive list of musical accomplishments. In 1983 he performed with the Paine Art Museum and the Trio are also slated to perform with the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra. The Trio will perform together by June 1985.

Ms. Professional Photographers of America

1985 PHOTOGENIC CONTEST

Photographer Darlene Bogert (right) with Julie Smith of Jeff, 1984 National Semi-Finalist and Beth Van Ess, State Finalist.

This photo contest, open to women over 18 yrs. of age, whose appearance and personality can be captured naturally and attractively in a photograph could win you:

$2,500 Grand Prize
$1,500 First Runner-up
$1,000 Second Runner-up

Plus...you will receive invaluable publicity and the chance to compete for the title Ma. PP of A Photogenic at the Professional Photographers of America's convention in Chicago, Illinois, July 27-August 1, 1985.

Art Work Content deadline is May 27, 1985. See us for entry forms and details.
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The Road to Conference
by Dave "Buck" Turner

This past weekend the men's tennis team edged out a thrilling match at Cornell College before putting it all together against Mississippi College in a 9-0 rout. Lawrence's play during the Southern journey was enough to turn anyone's stomach. This was precisely true as no. 5 player Dave "Boots" Knowles deposited his fleet of fish and quarter pouder with cheese all over the teams.

The Coe tournament followed on the heels of the team's annual exhibition trip to Jackson, Tennessee. This weekend the team travels to DePere to take on the Green Knights of St. Norbert. Next weekend, the 19th and 20th of April, the 8th annual Lawrence Invitational will take place starting at 8:30 on Friday and Saturday. Help give Lawrence the home court advantage by showing your support.

Ruggers Open Saturday

Despite Mother Nature's winter weather deterrence, the Lawrence Women's Rugby Club has been practicing diligently since the beginning of the season under the leadership of head coach Rick Steransen, assistant coach Laurie Kruse, the ruggers are preparing for their upcoming season which opens in Ripon this Saturday 1 p.m. Many veterans have returned from last year's team including the most valuable defensive player, Linda Draeger. Surrounding this core of experience is an exciting group of rookies who are catching on to the complexities of the game. Although last year was very disappointing for the team, both the players and the coaches feel optimistic about this season because of this combination of experienced and new talent. Potential victims include LaCrosse, Eau Claire, Clayton, and Ripon. The complete schedule is yet to be released, but if the ruggers continue to put in the present efforts to frustrate the opposition, Coach Steransen's optimism should be justified. As it stands now the ruggers will have a chance to demonstrate their talents to the home crowd Sunday, April 21.

The ruggers love to have the support of their friends and fans so watch for announcements across campus. And watch out for the ruggers because sometime, somehow when you least expect it, one of these ladies will be at your feet...trades can be made right on YOU.

Rich Agness

In addition to directing intercollegiate sports, Roberts will coach the Lawrence wrestling team, as he did for the 1985 season, and will become the Vikings' track coach in the spring of 1986.

Davis, a member of the lawrence athletic department since 1956, will oversee the full range of activities at the university's new recreation center and the new Olympic pool. "This new position presents an exciting opportunity and a challenge to use my experience in teaching physical education and coaching swimming," Davis said. "The recreation center is going to make a real difference on campus and look forward to my new assignment." The new $6.2 million recreation center, scheduled for completion in January, 1986, will include an eight-lane swimming pool with separate diving well, weight and exercise rooms, an elevated, four-lane running track, handball and racquetball courts, and a gymnatorium to accommodate basketball, volleyball and tennis. The swimming team will be the only varsity team to compete in the rec center, with the other indoor teams competing at Alexander Gymnasium.

Davis has been the Vikings' cross country and track coach since 1961 and the swimming coach since 1956. He has guided the Vikings to three conference swimming championships and back-to-back cross country titles in 1983-84. He will continue to coach the cross country and swimming teams.

A 1953 graduate of U.W-La Crosse, Davis earned a bachelor's degree in physical education and recreation. He earned a master's degree at Ohio State University in administration of athletics and physical education in 1955.

Continued from Page 1

Women's Softball Season is in full swing. Photo by Ross Hyslop

M. BOWLING SEASON - FINAL M. BASKETBALL - FINAL STANDING

Team standings - men

1. Phi Delta
2. DePere
3. Ripon
4. Coe

High Average:
Men - Jeff Rych 190
Women - Linda Fulton 142

High Game:
Men - Jeff Rych 256
Women - Linda Fuerst 173

High Series:
Men - John Jensen 636
Women - Linda Fuerst 173

Bowling Average (only those who participated in a majority of the league)
Jeff Rych 194
Bart Ott 188
Chris Moehner 170
Gray Griffin 164
Ted Holroyd 143
Ben Friendly 143
Lillian Fulton 137
Lee Salawitch 137
Mark Graham 135
Scott Quehl 132
Paul Smith 125
John Paffr 121
Chuck Ridles 111

Women's Softball Season is in full swing. Photo by Ross Hyslop

Women - Linda Fuerst

CHAMPIONSHIP:
Phi Delta I 47
Men's Singles: Ron Roberts Jr.
Women's Singles: Kate Clayton-Jones
Men's Doubles: Mike Burr d. Todd Vahlsing
Women's Doubles: Kate Clayton-Jones
Men's Singles: Mike Burger
Women's Singles: Lillian Fulton

SCORING AVERAGES:
East
Mark Swanson 14.0
Gary Smith 13.6
Jerry Drennan 12.75
Todd Yahnke 14.67
Kris Kerr 14.6
Kip Erickson 14.0
Chris Whitman 13.0

West
Mike Burr 15.0
Mike Podpora 14.67
Randy Margenau 14.0
Mike Weisler 13.0
Bart Ott 10.4

 Continued from Page 1
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1892. HOWARD HANSELBERGERDORFER INVENTS THE HEADLIGHT.

And, boy-oh-boy, was old Howard beaming when he came up with that. You'll be beaming, too, after you taste Bud Light. It's the less-filling light beer with the first name in taste. (Good thing its first name isn't Hanselbergerdorfer.)

So, like Howard, bring out your best. Beam yourself to your favorite tavern and ask for the great light of today. Bud Light.

EVERYTHING ELSE IS JUST A LIGHT.

Win Cobb
The Lawrenceian Needs:
Suggestion form for 1985-86 academic year

**********Story Ideas**********
If you have any story ideas free to submit them to the Lawrenceian. Submit this form to the Information desk.

Story Ideas
Your ideas are greatly appreciated!!!

Staff Writer Appointed
Sandy Durand has been appointed staff writer in the Lawrence University public relations office. After joining the Lawrence staff earlier this month, she served as the publications director of the student chapter for the Lake Superior Advertising Association. She was also a representative of the Society of Wisconsin-Superior student chapter. Durand served as a four-year internship as a feature writer with The Chronicle, a Superior weekly newspaper. She will complete her studies in June for the bachelor of science degree in business and journalism at the University of Wisconsin Superior.

The Annual Spring Open House is Sunday, April 14. We expect 150 to 200 prospective students and their parents to visit the campus. A high priority will be given to prospective Sunday night. More information will be provided at a later date. If you are interested in being a host, please call the Admissions Office (x6505).

LUC Committee Openings
Students: Are you interested in planning large name entertainment and Kenneth speakers, of community interest? Would you like to organize the senior class committee? LUCU will be looking for applications for the 1986-87 Special Events Committee. Contact Desdemona Newton (x353) or Jane Kowalski (x621) for additional information.

LUCU Academic Committee
LUCU has an opening for an academic committee. This group makes recommendations for long-range planning of the academic program. Application forms are now available at the Union Information Booth and are to be returned by March 3 at 9:30 p.m.

Anne Mead Promoted
Anne Armstrong was promoted to associate director of public relations for Lawrence University. Mead, award-winning editor of student publications and Lawrence public relations director since 1982, will retain these responsibilities in her new post.

In making the announcement, Lawrence director of public relations Richard Morris said, "Anne Mead's promotion reflects the many contributions she has made to Lawrence's public relations efforts and the larger management role she will play in the future. Prior to joining Lawrence, Mead was a publications editor at Washington University in St. Louis and community relations assistant at Milwaukee Children's Hospital."

50 Personals
"I'm the only Senior who hasn't stuck one of those in your mouth." - Lee L. Wilkinson

What can I do the next 4-45? "Dear Mrs. L. Yes, your money is no longer needed. I am actually starting to enjoy your daughter's company. Greatly yours, R." - Dean's office

"I'd hate to see the Betsy B. for the pool party." - King's men

"Enjoy the 'tips.' We're having 'real' D&D and Dates." - Rose

"How can you sleep?" - Rose

What doesn't belong? - Swan Dive, Jack Kafe, Back Dive, Betsy Flop

One of these things is not like the other:
1. Captain Crunch
2. The Mothers
3. Shakespeare
4. A clean carpet
5. Chew

What were we writing? - Fondly

Missy

What do we have?: To Lawrence-on-the-Fox:
This Intern will be primarily hosting program for prospective students, extensively with the scheduling some work with Trish, Anne Atwood, and Don Boyer, Director of Interns - Cindy Charny, Steve Dani, and Angie Smith.

Who goes "Argh... MMM... Plop!" in the night? - DTM

If another part of your body is as big as your ego, you might want a new stream... - MMF

Chad: Koones I love you like a brother, but I won't do your --- - NCS

MMP: Thanks for being you. You're a special person, remember that.

Love ya

Hey Resli, You're doing great...especially with life!

C.S.

Thank you for dinner, I really enjoyed it. If a dito is in mind, I'd enjoy it again.

C.M.

Hey, it was fun! Thanks... old man! - Cooper

What are your ideas? - Back Dive

J.B.